The Material World
with Trevor Phillips 

Trevor Phillips : Hello,anyone for tea? 
"Double,double,toil and trouble,fire burn,and cauldron bubble.Fillet of a finny snake,in the cauldron boil and bake.Eye of newt and toe of frog,wool of bat,and tongue of dog....." 
Okay,the laboratory conditions may not have been ideal,and the method a little suspect,but Macbeth's witches might have had something.New scientific work suggests that plant-based remedies could successfully replace or compliment conventional medicine.Treating conditions ranging from depression to prostrate malfunction,even the common cold.We're spending nearly £40 million a year on such licensed products,and they only account for around 20% of the market,so is it worth it? Do they actually work? We'll hear from two leading researchers later. 
An evening spent with Shakespeare 400 years ago might have seemed like a departure from reality for the groundlings,and what with ghosts and fairies wandering all over the place,the theatre would have been a chance to experience a different world.Today's artists haven't been slow to take advantage of scientific progress [Ref: Green File:Toynbee1.wri;Video:OB4] to create fresh worlds,and their greatest new tool is digital technology. 
(Music plays) 
"Television and radio are about to enter a new age" 
"An age that will revolutionise the way we watch,listen to and access information.The new digital age" 
This technological revolution has given today's artists the ability to play with sound,moving images,or even just stills.There is,for example,a picture of yours truly in the National Portrait Gallery created from a straight photograph and a number of scenes on London's streets.The fact that my face has been superimposed onto the back of a bus might be a tactful hint! A good face for radio,and all that! But the point is that the artist,David Buckland,was able to achieve this effect by turning the pictures into digital files and then playing around with them on computers.We've already become familiar with the fact that digital technology gives us improved household appliances,TV's,telephones and radios for example.Whatever you think of the content,the reception's better. 
Now some cutting edge artists are going beyond this,to create a completely new kind of work,based on one of the most spectacular uses of technology so far:Virtual Reality [Ref : Video F2: Horizon {VR};A19:QED {VR};L5:Tomorrows World {VR Art}].But still,few of us know what going digital actually means.Let's get some proper scientists to explain it. 
With me are John Vince,the Professor of Digital Media at Bournemouth University,and Richard Brown, a research fellow at the Royal College of Art.Richard,start with the art,you've created a new exhibit called "Biotica",using digital technology,what exactly would I experience if I came to view it? 

Richard Brown : Well,you'd stand in front of a large circular screen and put on 3D glasses,and you would see a 3D environment which you could fly through using your arms in that 3D environment there would be artificial life [Ref: Video C1:Horizon {Artificial Life}],which is a virtual form of life. 

Trevor Phillips : So it would sort of be like like hi-tech "Sub-aqua" in a way? 

Richard Brown : A little bit more abstract than the sub-aqua side,but it would be like a form of life that couldn't exist in normal reality.it's a virtual form of life existing in its own virtual world. 

Trevor Phillips : Now what do these life forms look like? 

Richard Brown : They look like things you've never seen before! (Trevor laughs) But their behaviour might remind you of things that you have seen.Maybe things you might find under a stone or in water,like you say,sub-aqua,things of the imagination,you know sort of,Edgar Allen Poe type stuff.It can range from anything you can imagine can be in there. 

Trevor Phillips : I was going to say it sounds rather frightening,and this has all been created using digital information? 

Richard Brown : Using the technology you called earlier "Virtual Reality".I would like to call it "Virtual Unreality",because I'm not really interested in making reality but different types of experiences. 

Trevor Phillips : Well,I want to come back to exactly that point,but let's get back to base one.John Vince, what' Richard's doing is a relatively new use of digital technology,but,and we'll discuss how that works exactly in a moment,but can you first explain what we mean by "digital"? 

John Vince : Well ,the word digital comes from the other word "digit" which really means number. Where we used to count,or maybe some people still count on their fingers,so it is just...it means turning something into a number form.So digital television means storing images as in a numeric form and broadcasting them in a number form. 

Trevor Phillips : Why does it make any difference to what we've always had? 

John Vince : Well the old type of technology which is still in existence,the analogue form,still utilises waves being sent through the ether,and we all know that if you look at waves travelling over a surface of water on a swimming pool,we see that the waves do get distorted,they get distorted through reflections and they slowly lose their amplitude,and a wave that starts off at one side of the pool is not the same wave that ends up at the other side of the pool.Which is exactly the same thing as that when we broadcast an image using analogue technology,by the time it's received in an aerial that might not be pointing in the right direction,that is picking up reflections,the image that you see on you screen has got some damage done to it. 

Trevor Phillips : Why is it that a digital stream of information isn't interrupted,or weakened,or confused in the same way then? 

John Vince : Well I think a very simple analogy is...I've been trying to think of a nice experiment that shows how digital technology is much more resilient than analogue technology.If you imagine a fisherman...and we know that fishermen are very honest (Trevor sniggers)....and if you imagine a queue of people,and at the head of the queue is a fisherman,and he says to his neighbour "The size of my fish was so wide",or "so long",and he opens up his arms and says "It's this long",and he says "Now pass this information down the queue".Now the neighbour offers up his hands to the fisherman's hands and takes that analogue measurement and swings around,and passes it to the neighbour,and that information then ripples down the queue.now by the time it gets to the end of the queue,who knows how large that fish was (Trevor laughs)? Whether it's a large or a small fish,but it's going to get damaged,it's going to get altered on the way. 
Now another way is for the fisherman...imagine another experiment,and the fisherman says "The fish was 24 inches",and says "pass that message down".Now very little damage can happen to the word "twenty-four". 

Trevor Phillips : Right. 

John Vince : There's a very good chance that by the time that word twenty-four gets to the end of the queue it still is twenty-four,and it's not sixteen,it's not a hundred and two,it's twenty-four.Now if we can encode images in exactly the same way,in number form,there's a very good chance that by the time those numbers reach your aerial they're still those numbers,and they can be untangled.Even if a number does get changed from maybe twenty-four to twenty -five,through some quirk of nature,you can encode the number to say ,"well,look,it's an even number",or you put some extra bits [Binary 1s and 0s -LB] of information in the number to say "it's not only the number,but here are some extra bits that say that if you do get damaged,you can reconstitute the number again".So there's a very good chance that you've got 100% chance of getting the accuracy. 

Trevor Phillips : So that shows...okay...so that's why you have resilience of the signal,and that's why you get a better reception and so forth.Just as a small diversion,why is it that we...that digital technology can promise us all these vast new numbers of channels? Whether we've got material to put on them I don't know,but we've got 200 channels and what not. 

John Vince : Well.,it's always a question of band-width.That if you're going to listen to music on a CD,we know that the human hearing system ranges say from around 20 cycles up to 20,000 cycles,so you've got to have that band-width,and I've just bought some CDs,and I know that the CDs are sampled well beyond my hearing system,so I know that I'm not going to lose any information. 
[The 11,22 and 44 kHz sampling rates provided on Microsoft's Sound Recorder are examples of this band width.The 22 kHz one,just goes above the human threshold of hearing.The 44 kHz potentially gets rid of "aliasing effects" where the sampler locks to a harmonic of the sound.The 11 kHz one should primarily be used for speech since frequencies above 11 kHz are unlikely to be present in speech.If it is used for music,it will sound dull and be missing the "treble" or high frequency part of the spectrum -LB] 
So as long as those numbers get turned back into analogue sound information at the end,I haven't lost any quality,it's going to be perfect quality.The other thing that you can do though,with images,and we know that a lot of images that are broadcast,have maybe a lot of stationary content that you know,in a news programme,maybe there's a stationary image,it could be a colour blue.Now we can compress the image,we could compress the image and reduce it into small tiles,and each tile will say "well it's got a blue background and there's maybe the odd pixel,the odd element that has another colour".We can transmit that and save an awful lot of band-width,and just by compressing we still retain the high quality,but we can get more images into the same band-width. 
[Such compression techniques are used on computer images and files.Notably .art files used on the net reconstruct themselves in stages ,blurred at first and then become sharper,which suggest that they are fractally compressed -LB] 
[Ref: Video BB17: The True Geometry of Nature {Barnsley Compression};BB14 RI Lecture {Barnsley Compression}] 

Trevor Phillips : So you can send more information down a wire of the same width,as it were? 

John Vince : More information,yes.Another example would be...say we had a blank sheet of paper,a blank sheet of paper we could encode that and say "look we'll send just a few numbers saying it's a blank sheet of paper",and as long as the system at the other end understands that,it reconstitutes a blank sheet of paper. 
[Not that anyone would want to see a blank sheet of paper in reality.John is referring to "redundancy". The potential of a system to incorporate bits that are either unnecessarily repeated or of no consequence.So if a large chunk of an image is blue,instead of sending lots of messages of 0,0,256.....repeatedly giving a pixel as blue,you can send a message that says Colour {blue}{5000} meaning that the next 5000 pixels are blue,which diminishes the length and storage capacity by a large amount.The MIDI system also used on modern PCs for communicating with synthesisers uses a coded form of this kind called "Running status",which is why MIDI files are so small -LB] 

Trevor Phillips : You don't have to.... 

John Vince : You don't need the band-width. 

Trevor Phillips : ...okay.Richard how is this actually helped you to create a new kind of art? What is it that digitally encoded information has given you that you couldn't have got any other way? 

Richard Brown : I think it's a little bit more complex than that.it's not just the digital aspect. Certainly with modern day computers,it's the processing power,and the fact that you can actually store the numerical information as 3 dimensional space.Not only can you represent space in that way,you can also start representing ideas about time,and energy,which again is number.But the fact that you've got the processing power to actually number-crunch that,you can then produce simulations from photographic simulations to moving simulations.So now it's the processing power,I think, of the computer that gives the power of VR,and gives an artists the ability to manipulate...... 

Trevor Phillips : VR being virtual reality. 

Richard Brown : ...virtual reality,and as an artists you can actually manipulate that data,in real time, in the same way as you might sculpt with clay [Ref: Video A5:Secret Passions {Bill Latham};X1: Tomorrows World {Bill Latham}].If you look at programming,I like to liken programming to sculpting.You're actually sculpting with number and process. 

Trevor Phillips : So in fact instead of using whatever a sculptor calls it or a potter calls it,the knife, you're using a keyboard or a mouse? 

Richard Brown : Yes the dreaded keyboard,yes! (Laughs) 

Trevor Phillips : Coming back to "Biotica", this piece of virtual unreality as you called it.Now you've got these organisms,and I stand in front of it,I swim through it as it were in a sort of virtual way,what gave you the idea for these organisms? What brought that to your mind? 

Richard Brown : That's a very good question,a lot of the ideas were derived from ideas from biology,digital....well...DNA,but we've created our own form of DNA which we call "digital DNA" [Like" Creatures". This idea has been around since Conway's "Life" program (See I.Peterson "The Mathematical Tourist" p176) and recently with Chris Langton's Ant program ( See Video BB14 RI Lecture;A20 Equinox {Antichaos}) -LB].So we're actually trying to evolve and create organisms that surprise us as creators.So we might put some information in there,and allow the processor to "grow" that information and produce organisms and forms that are surprising to us. 
[This is "emergent phenomena" that is not programmed in to the equations.The equations develop a life of their own,by mimicking nature's natural processes in mathematical form -LB] 
So the answer to that is there's a lot of I suppose,magic [Of maths -LB] in there,we don't quite know what we're going to produce in this system,and it's also very interesting and surprising for us to see the results.So you actually throw a few things in there,let the processor churn away and it produces forms and movements and behaviour that we haven't actually programmed in.So that's another thing,you can now start doing with extra processing speed.it's a bit like the Mandelbrot equation was a mathematical statement,which could only be seen through the use of digital technology.So that's another example,you know,it's like,almost a new device for seeing into new worlds which are mathematical worlds. 

Trevor Phillips : I can see how this,you know,potentially would create a sort of unpredictable artistic experience and so forth.Is there any value in this sort of approach to scientists themselves? I mean one could imagine perhaps simulations.But is there any evidence that this kind of approach is valuable to scientists? 

Richard Brown : Oh yes,scientists are using it for visualisation from things like nanotechnologies, to molecular structures,to DNA structures,we're actually gaining insight into,not just the way things look in 3 dimensional space but also now,they've got a thing called virtual biology,where they're growing simulations of cells,little organisms,and they're actually predicting what the cells are going to do.So scientists are actually using this has a predictive and a visualisation technology as well. 

Trevor Phillips : So instead of having millions of petrie dishes sitting about with mould on them,you can just put it into your desk top and see what will happen? 

Richard Brown : Theoretically yes,but again I have to say it's a virtual world,and it's very easy to make the mistake of assuming that what you see in a virtual world has an equivalence in the real world,and trying to do simulations of the weather,we never get that right. 
[That's not quite true.Without the non-linear sciences,progress would never have been made in doing forecasting.Parallel models can now show if the weather is in a Chaotic mode or not -LB] 
There are lots of other simulations [L-systems for instance -LB] ,I think you can make a mistake.As an art form it's great because I don't have any of those constraints. 

Trevor Phillips : Well,indeed,let me ask you both,there is this issue,that I think some people worry about,or think about,whether,you know,one can cross the line between virtual reality and real reality and in some way the two become muddled up.I mean we've seen several feature films which are built on this sort of premise, Lawnmower Man and so forth.Can you see that happening? 
[A more interesting question is whether the simulation say anything about real reality,as in models of the brain in AI or models of plants in Fractals and L-systems.If they look like the real thing,then how much like the real thing are they.If you are a mathematical Platonist then they are similar for the same reason.Real Sunflowers use the Golden angle 137.5 degrees to arrange the seeds in their seed heads.If nature has maths in it,a simulation will be real -LB] 

John Vince : It doesn't happen at the moment,and if it is going to happen,it's going to be a long way in the future.At the moment I can always tell the difference between reality and anything that's synthetic. 

Richard Brown : I would say,that to me there's no point in simulating reality.I think the interesting thing is to create things that can't exist in reality and have experiences you couldn't have. 
[Many AI researchers,meteorologists,neurologists,and mathematicians would beg to differ -LB] 
It's like to me,I refer perhaps to abstraction in art,or cubism,a lot of artists are interested in an idea called the fourth dimension,which was a concept which couldn't exists in our reality. 
[Now I beg to differ.The fourth dimension (See Davis & Hersh "The Mathematical Experience" -Mathematical Reality {4 Dimensional Intuition};{True facts about Imaginary Objects}) is a mathematical concept,and artists are interested in it because it creates shapes and forms hitherto unseen in our 3D space.If the forth dimension is one of time and not of space,then it IS our reality,via the space-time continuum.It seems like Richard should go back to University to study some more -LB] 
To me that's the potential.It's like it has the same potential as what's happened with paintings moved from pure representation to abstraction.Photography,video and film now has its own language,and I think this is what is happening in virtual reality.it used to be...it came from a history of simulating -flight simulators,trying to simulate the real.I think moving away from that it opens up,you can simulate things that you've never seen before and you've never experienced before.I don't think there's any point in trying to simulate reality as we know now. 
[Then it's a waste of time for aircraft pilots and the armed services and rescue services and fire departments and NASA to run models and simulations to try and be prepared for what might happen in reality? Modelling crowds in simulation Keith Still found that counter intuitively placing a barricade in a crowd could enhance flow,rather like putting a barrier in rice flowing through a funnel,which aids its movement.These flows have patterns called "Orchid Fractals".This makes your last statement a pile of baloney- LB Ref: Grey File: Focus4.wri;Video BB14: RI Lecture;M3 Tomorrows World {Non-Linear Fire model}] 

John Vince : But there's always that quest.The fact is that ever since we've had computer graphics, when the very first cubes were painted on computers,there's been this quest,"can I paint a sky that is so realistic",you know it'll look....you know "I'll find it very confusing to distinguish a computer generated sky from a photograph. 

Trevor Phillips : Well,I'm sure that quest will continue and I hope we'll be able to see your work when it's actually exhibited.Yes? 

Richard Brown : Yes you will. 

Trevor Phillips : Okay. 

Richard Brown : Do I get a chance to say when? 

Trevor Phillips : When? 

Richard Brown : September,in Manchester at the Museum of Science and Industry.


Trevor Phillips : Okay,Richard Brown,John Vince thank you very much indeed. 
(Peggy Lee sings "Fever") 
The remedy that Peggy Lee wanted for her fever wouldn't have done much to bring her temperature down.She might have done better to nip down to Boots to buy some echinacea capsules or some other plant reme...therapy.Herbs and herbal remedies are back in vogue.There was a time when every substantial home had a herb garden,not just for ornamental or cooking purposes,but also for what they called "physik" or medicinal reasons.In recent years the market for such products has spiralled.Here we spend perhaps £200 million every year on plant therapies and our figures are dwarfed by the staggering £2 billion or so spent by the French and Germans.The biggest sellers ate St John's Wort,said to alleviate depression,echinacea for the common cold,and gingko biloba which apparently improves blood flow to the extremities,an asthma cure for example,as well as a sort of natural Viagra I guess! 
They're all available on the shelves of your pharmacy.But before you stampede to the chemist,let's try to sort out whether this is just marketing hype or if there is a basis in research for this boom in demand.To discuss this,I'm joined by Dr Liz Williamson,a lecturer in pharmocognacy (??) in the School of Pharmacy at the University of London,and Joanne Barnes,a research fellow in the Department of Complimentary Medicine at the University of Exeter. 
Jo Barnes,what distinguishes herbal therapies from preparations of other kinds? What defines what qualifies as a herbal therapy? 

Jo Barnes : Well in simple terms herbal remedies can be described as those that are derived from plants or plant parts used in the treatment and prevention of disease.A herbal remedy or a plant extract will contain many different constituents,which are all thought to be important in some way for the plants beneficial effects.By contrast modern drugs,comprise only a single chemical constituent. So that's the main difference between them. 

Trevor Phillips : Okay so but that means almost any plant could fall into that category,so for example,you know,people swear by sage.Would sage be regarded as a herbal remedy? 

Jo Barnes : Yes sage would be regarded as a herbal remedy.Not every plant will have a role in treating or preventing disease,and of course there are poisonous plants which we certainly wouldn't use,but certainly some herbal remedies are showing promise for the relief of minor self-limiting conditions and also for other conditions,for example St John's Wort as you mention is...does look promising for the alleviation of symptoms of mild to moderate depression,and there is some reasonable evidence to support that. 

Trevor Phillips : How do we know....what is the reasonable evidence in that particular case? 

Jo Barnes : Well St John's Wort has been tested in a reasonable number of clinical trials,around about 30 clinical trials have been carried out with various types of St John's Wort extract.The studies have focused on its effects in relieving the symptoms of mild to moderate depression,and those studies have shown that its more effective than a placebo.There've also been a number of studies that have compared St John's Wort with conventional antidepressants and at the moment the evidence there isn't quite so reliable as against placebo.We do need a bit more evidence.Particularly comparing St John's Wort with some of the newer antidepressants.But some studies do suggest that it might be therapeutically similar,or have a similar effectiveness.So it's certainly worth further investigation. 

Trevor Phillips : So there's a kind of result here.But Liz Williamson do we have any idea of the process by which these things,in the case of St John's Wort for example,how it actually works? 

Liz Williamson : We've got quite a bit of decent evidence about it at a sort of biochemical level.We know,for example,that it inhibits reuptake of several neurotransmitters such as Seratonin, Noradrenaline and Dopamine,and in fact..... 

Trevor Phillips : Which are all chemicals produced by the brain? 

Liz Williamson : ...yes.... 

Trevor Phillips : Or in the brain I should say. 

Liz Williamson : ...yes and they are all found at fairly low levels in clinically depressed people.So we know that it can do that.We also know that it actually behaves in the same way as a number of conventional antidpressants in various different tests,and in fact it's unique in that it actually affects three different neurotransmitters,whereas most of the conventional antidpressants only affect one or two.So in some ways it has advantages over the conventional ones,and we also,in the clinical trials,it's been shown that side-effects are about half as common in people taking St John's Wort. 

Trevor Phillips : Oh so potentially this is something that would,well maybe not substitute for,but it would do the job that Prozac celebratedly supposedly does? 

Liz Williamson : Well it actually outsells Prozac in Germany. 

Trevor Phillips : Aaaah! I see. 

Liz Williamson : Oh yes,I mean one of the advantages,if you are depressed and you don't particularly want it on your medical records,you can go into a chemists shop and buy this. 

Trevor Phillips : There's no prescription involved here? 

Liz Williamson : No,that's right. 
[If it's as effective or more so than Prozac then it should be on prescription only,surely -LB] 

Trevor Phillips : What about any of the others? Do we know how they work,echinacea or gingko biloba which I suspect will have had some of our listeners rather interested? 

Liz Williamson : Well gingko biloba actually we've probably got more evidence on than practically any other single herb,and it was funny you mentioning the business about herbal Viagra because it actually is study which has not been published yet which shows that it will actually work against the sexual dysfunction induced by several ordinary antidepressants,so..... 

Trevor Phillips : Crikey! 

Liz Williamson : ...I should imagine that when people find that out that the sales will go through the roof. 

Trevor Phillips : Well you heard it here first.I can hear the feet rushing to the door even as we speak.But can we isolate active ingredients in these things? Because Jo made the point earlier on, that's the difference between herbal therapies and conventional medicines,that you know,you can make a single medicine which has a single compound or a structure.Can you isolate the active ingredients in these things and make them work? 

Liz Williamson : Well we can.For example we know quite a lot about the chemistry of gingko biloba, and we know that there are at least two families of chemical compounds which work fairly well,and we can actually pin down roughly what each of these families is doing and how they work together.Something like St John's Wort is much more difficult and in fact we don't actually know what's doing the job in St John's Wort.It might be....we've got an idea that the hyperferines are probably involved,but we used to think it was the hyperecines and no we think they are not involved at all.It could also be that we need all of them.So we've got quite a bit of evidence,but it's a bit difficult to nail it to particular compounds. 

Trevor Phillips : I suppose in a sense,Jo Barnes,it doesn't really matter does it? Because presumably as long as one can demonstrate that the stuff works,the only thing that matters is then how you package it up and distribute it? 

Jo Barnes : Well it is important to know what the active constituents are from several points of view. One particular area that we don't know very much about is the potential for herbal remedies to interact with conventional drugs. 
[This is one reason why just saying "But so-and-so said it worked for him" isn't credible evidence for efficacy or safety -LB] 
I mean it is important to know the active constituents of herbal remedies,so that we can find out their mechanism of action and how they might interact with a conventional drug,so the more we know about them the better. 

Trevor Phillips : Well that takes us on to a point that we passed over earlier on that's the issue of side-effects.What do we know about the safety of these herbal remedies? Because you know,people can say they have tremendously positive effects,but sometimes one might not even know if they're doing the opposite? [Which goes for all medicine complimentary or conventional -LB] Or doing something wrong for you? 

Jo Barnes : That's right.The safety of herbal remedies is a matter of some concern.One problem is that many people think that because herbal remedies are natural they're also entirely safe,which isn't necessarily the case.Herbal remedies can cause adverse effects,some of which may be serious.Having said that I don't think herbal remedies represent a huge threat to public health,but people should be aware that they can cause side-effects,and they should be aware that there is a potential for interaction with conventional drugs.So people do need to have a responsible attitude towards using them,just as with any medicine that's used. 
We are lacking a great deal of information on the safety of herbal remedies.We know a little bit about the common adverse effects,but we're not so sure about long term adverse effects,and we certainly need more information on that. 

Trevor Phillips : But how would....I mean how would one actually be able to find that information, given that most of these remedies are not licensed and presumably are taken by advice from one friend to another,or by,you know,people who are not doctors and so forth? 

Jo Barnes : Well some of the information on side-effects comes from clinical trials,but clinical trials are only carried out in small numbers of patients and also in specific groups of patients who generally don't have other diseases other than the one under investigation.So clinical trials are useful for alerting us to short term adverse effects,and those that occur also quite commonly.But we do need to do some proper safety studies,and that's one thing that hasn't really been done with herbal remedies as yet.Some of our work at Exeter has looked at the attitudes of the users of herbal remedies towards reporting side-effects,and what we found is that users of herbal remedies appear to be less likely to consult their GP if they have a side-effect to a herbal remedy than if they have a side-effect to a conventional over-the-counter medicine.So what I think we do need is education of the public that if they do experience side-effects of herbal products that they should speak to a GP or a pharmacist about it,and that those professionals should report the effect on to the authorities. 

Trevor Phillips : Liz where is the research on this going next? 

Liz Williamson : It's not going as fast as it should be going because the main problem is it's very difficult for a company to produce these kinds of medicines and produce the kind of safety and efficacy data that's necessary for licensing.Because it's difficult to patent,they're natural,they're well-known, people can grow them in their garden in a lot of instances,and so the patenting......you lose the opportunity to recoup a lot of your outlay.So it tends to be going on in individual University departments,particularly on the continent,because as you said,in Germany the market is much greater. 
But because of public interest here now,it is increasing,and new departments are opening up and we field a lot of queries,and are now starting to evaluate them in a more...well much faster than we ever did before really. 

Trevor Phillips : But presumably a lot of the new thinking and new work is coming from,as you say Germany and the US? I read that the use in the US had gone up by some absurd amount,400% or something of that kind? 

Jo Barnes : Well there are two studies that have been carried out in the US that have looked at the level of use of complimentary therapies in general.This is some of the best evidence that we've got about trends in the use of complimentary medicine.These were carried out by David Eisenberg's group in the States.They did a survey in 1990 and one in 1997 and herbal medicine was actually one of the therapies that had shown the most increase over that time.in 1990 around 2.5 % of their sample had used....self treated with herbal remedies,whereas in 1997 that figure was 12.5 %,so that's quite a phenomenal increase. 

Trevor Phillips : What advice would you both have for.......we've got about 30 seconds,what advice would you both have for people who,you know,want to be sure that they're not going to get themselves into something that 's not going to be good for them? 

Liz Williamson : I would suggest that they buy a reputable brand from...you know,something that's been carefully standardised so we know what's in it,that's produced by a decent company,and I would try the remedy for 2-3 months if it's going to work it will have worked in that time,and if not,leave it,and I wouldn't worry about it either. 

Trevor Phillips : Okay,Liz Williamson and Jo Barnes thank you very much for your good advice.Now next week the 5 million dollar woman,not Carol Vorderman,but the prospect that we could,like the bionic man,soon be able to control false limbs simply by thinking about them. Notoriously Dr Stranglelove couldn't do much about his artificial arm,it turned out to be a bit of a Nazi really,but as you reach for the remains of your tea,comfort yourself with this thought: Your hand will stop at exactly the right place on the cup,and the lapsong suchong won't spill over your carpet,but how does that happen? Join me next week to find out,here on the Material World. 






